Turning Spheres
Compiled and Presented by Tom Willing
Turning spheres provides turners with excellent
opportunities to practice their tool techniques
while producing wonderful pieces of art from
material that would likely go into the scrap bin
otherwise.
An equally important reason for turning spheres
is that a sphere allows you to “see” and feel the
working properties of the grain of the species you
are turning from every possible angle. It is almost
like being on the inside looking out.

Photograph by Loren Nelson

This Presentation Material
• This material was prepared by the author for use in making presentations to
woodturning clubs. It does not cover all aspects of turning, such as safety, sharpening,
finishing, etc. in great detail.
• The author does not vouch for the safety or effectiveness of the techniques discussed,
nor does he accept responsibility for how they are applied by others. Woodturning can
result in serious injury or even death and should not be attempted without proper
training.
• Follow all safety instructions for use of your machinery and tools. Use proper personal
safety equipment, including protection for eyes, ears, and lungs. Handle all finishing
compounds carefully, avoiding skin contact, and dispose of all waste in an
environmentally responsible manner.
• Keep after the clutter and accumulation of chips you create in your shop.
• ©2018 by Tom Willing. This material, including the photographs and graphics may not be
reproduced or used in any manner without the express permission of the author.

Tom Willing
• Turning wood off-and-on from about 1960 until mid-nineties; pretty
continuously since.
• Actively selling turned art pieces since 2005.
• Participate in numerous art shows locally and regionally.
• Demonstrate and teach.
• Represented by several regional galleries.
• President of Pacific Northwest Woodturning Guild.
• Acting President of Frogwood, an Artists’ Collaborative.

Cutting Tools You Will Find Useful (l to r)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spindle Roughing Gouge
Large Skew (optional)
Small Skew
Bedan (optional)
Parting Tool
Spindle Gouge

The bowl gouge, far right, is a shorty
with a free hand, asymmetric grind,
which I find useful when I have to fix the
blank with the grain across the axis.

Other Tools and
Accessories
• Drive Spur – Sorby Steb
Center shown.
• Live Center –
Powermatic and One
Way shown.
• Caliper, rule and pencil.
• Round leather pads.
• Cup chucks.
• Thin kerf hand saw
(not shown).

Make Cup
Chucks
Drive-side Cup Chuck:
Can be mounted into a fourjaw chuck, threaded to fit the
drive spindle thread, or
tapered to fit the inside of the
drive spindle (Morse Taper).

Live-side Cup Chuck:

Fits over nose of live center
with a press-fit. If made using
four-jaw chuck, keep spigots
to allow re-mounting for
truing up and repair.

More on Cup Chucks

Two sets of shop-made cup-chucks shown:
• Can be made to cover a range of sizes.
• Cup chucks should fit with no play.
• Drive-side chucks with Morse taper demand
more skill to make but allow freer access
around the mounted work-piece.
• Live-side cup chuck press fits over nose of live
center with clearance to spin.
• Live-side cups shown retain spigot
to allow re-chucking.
• Profile of chucks should be soft and
belled to minimize marring of the
surface of the
sphere.

Material

• Practice on well-seasoned, plain-grained, medium
density hardwoods: Big Leaf Maple, Alder are both
good, inexpensive practice species.
• Green timber is okay to learn on, but it will never stay
round as it was on the day you turned it.
• Even fully seasoned timber will go a little bit out-ofround as ambient humidity changes.
• As you gain confidence, add more exotic species and
more figured grain, such as burls.
• The off-cut corners of bowl blanks each have a sphere
in them.

Orientation of the Grain to the Lathe Axis
• Mount the longest dimension of the blank along the lathe axis initially
in order to maximize the diameter of the sphere you produce.
• What matters here is that you select the correct tool in order to make
the correct cut for the way the grain is oriented relative to the axis of
the lathe spindle.
• If the grain is oriented parallel to the lathe spindle, use spindle tools –
roughing gouge, spindle gouge, skews.
• If the grain is oriented across the lathe spindle, then you must use
gouges and cuts like those one would use on the outside of a bowl.
This is a great job for worn down “shorty” bowl gouges like the one
shown in slide 4.

Find the Center of your Material
• Begin by centering along the
longest axis of the material.
• Take into account whether you
want a totally smooth sphere
or one that shows off its voids,
pockets, and bark.
• Features that lay closer to the
axis of the lathe will remain
after material farther out from
the axis will have been turned
away.

Mount Blank Securely
Between Centers
Drive Side

Live Side

Rough Your Blank Down to a Cylinder

Gradually increase lathe RPM’s as
you approach cylindrical.

Stop the lathe and inspect the blank
carefully before and after truing the
ends of the cylinder using a skew,
parting tool, or bedan.

Time to Measure: Cylinder Diameter
First, measure the diameter of
the cylinder. Calipers will give you
the most accurate measurement.
The diameter of the cylinder will
determine the length of your
cylinder, and ultimately, the
diameter of your sphere.

Mark Off the Length of Your Cylinder
1. If the length of your cylinder is more than the
diameter, then you will have to reduce the
length of the cylinder until it is equal to the
diameter.
2. Diameter and length must be equal!

Mark Off the Length of Your Cylinder
1. If the length of your
cylinder is less than its
diameter, reduce the
diameter of the
cylinder until the
diameter equals the
length.
2. Diameter and length
must be equal!

Example of Measurements
As these
measurements
indicate, there will
be a sphere that is
88mm in diameter.
The equatorial line,
a plane, at a right
angle to the axis of
the lathe is 44mm
from each end of
the cylinder.

The cylinder is 88m
in length and
88mm in diameter,
making the radius
of the sphere
44mm.
This is a good point
to stop and assess
whether you have
everything right.

A few Notes Before Moving On
In this image, there are a
couple of things to note:
1. There is a small spigot
where the Steb Drive
engages the blank. There
is also one on the live
center end. These two
spigots assure that the
final sphere does not
have tooling marks from
the points of the centers.
They will be cut away
shortly.

2. The lathe is running at
1211 RPM, but the
equatorial line shown in
slide 14 is still faintly
visible. If you forget to
make this equatorial line, it
is not the end of the world,
but it makes things easier
to keep track of as you
progress if you re-establish
this line just before repositioning the work piece
each time.
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Time to Explain Facets
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• Faceting helps zero in on a spherical
form. First, make your cylinder into
an octagonal spheroid by cutting
away the corners of the cylinder at
a 45˚ angle.
• Measure the diameter of your
cylinder at (AB); divide that number
by 24. In the diagram, a is 10/24ths
of the diameter of the sphere.
Center this 10/24ths on the
Equatorial line (AB). Mark two
Latitude lines (CD and EF) at these
two points.
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Facets, Continued
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In the photo below, the Latitude lines show
the boundaries for the facets, the one on
the right having already been made.
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Faceting at Octagonal
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This image shows the completed octagonal stage. Note the two spigots mentioned earlier.
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Hexadecagonal Facets (16)
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From octagonal, 8 facets, as shown in the
upper right quadrant of the drawing, we
go to hexadecagonal, 16 facets, as shown
in the lower right hand quadrant of the
drawing. A sphere is essentially a polygon
with an infinite number of facets.
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Keep Making Facets,
Moving to Spherical
1. This is where you have to start
training, then trusting your eye.
Chances are good that, if it doesn’t
look round, it isn’t. As you practice,
your eye will begin to recognize
when your work piece is not yet
spherical.
2. You can overdo trying to fix things at
this point that will resolve as you
move on if you let them. Don’t get
hung up; keep moving.

Keep Moving
The facets are mostly gone, here.
As the cuts have gotten down
closer to the sphere, the spigots
have lengthened, which is okay.
They are almost ready to be cut
away.
Note that the equatorial line has
been re-established as work
progresses.

How to keep Moving
• Your final cut at this stage is ideally made in one continuous motion
from equator to lathe axis, minus a reasonable spigot diameter at the
poles.
• This is not done with your arms! It comes from your center and is
controlled by your knees, very like tai chi or tango. Dance with your
lathe.
• Begin the cut from a “wound up” stance and let the cut unwind you
to a comfortable position. Don’t let tension creep into to your stance.
If you feel bound up, you probably are bound up, which means you
will not achieve a very smooth and flowing cut.

Prepare the Spigots for Removal
Continue forming the
sphere and reducing
the spigots down in
diameter; about ½” to
¾” is adequate.
Leave a notch to the
outside of the sphere’s
poles for the saw blade
to run in as you cut
away the spigot.

Now Is a Good Time to Test For Sphericalness
• Test for “roundness” in the spherical sense by holding your drive cup chuck onto
the sphere’s surface at right angles to the first axis.
• If the sphere and the drive cup mate up fairly smoothly – no big spaces between
drive cup and sphere surface – you have done a good job of eyeballing the
roundness of your sphere. Move on.
• If there are wide gaps between drive cup and sphere, re-cut the sphere to a
smoother form, which will result in a slightly smaller sphere. Practice will solve
this problem except when you let the tension gremlins get under skin. That
happens to the best of us at the oddest of times.

Cut Away the Spigots

With the Spigots gone, you are ready to install the cup
chucks on your lathe.

Setting up the Sphere in the Cup Chucks
The sphere at right has been
captured between the drive cup
and the live cup. Because of the
form of the two cups, the sphere
will naturally “settle” into the
cups in a fairly centered state. A
wiggle or two as the tail spindle is
advanced will help.
Establish the plane of the equator
parallel to the lathe axis. This will
leave the two nubs left over from
the spigots lined up with each
other.

Measuring to Check Center
This handy little trick will help reduce the number of
spheres you turn into chips. By measuring the distance
between the tool rest and the most recent equatorial line
you made, you will be able to center your sphere much
more accurately, making for less ghost to remove at each
step.
Once you get to sanding, don’t worry about measuring
any more. The sanding technique described later will take
care of any minor flaws you leave behind.

Time for a Ghost Busting Gouge
The blurred line along the arc of
the sphere in the photograph is
caused by interruption of light
reflecting off the surface of the
sphere as it rotates on the
lathe. By removing this “ghost”
with very light, fine cuts made
with a very sharp tool, we can
cut down to round at each
rotation of the piece.
When the work-piece is round,
there is no ghost.

How Rotating the Piece Works
1. Form always has three axes we can reference, Width, Height, and Depth. In
spherical geometry, these are referred to as coordinates x, y, and z.
2. These coordinates intersect at the focal point of the sphere. Measurement
taken along any axis from the focal point of the sphere to its surface (the radius)
will be equal in all directions. As long as you have established a fixed focal point,
you will always obtain a sphere.
3. By rotating the workpiece on the lathe between each of the three axes,
trimming away the ghost as you go, you establish the intersection as the focal
point of your sphere.
4. The next slide diagrams this concept.
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The equatorial lines you keep reestablishing are critical as you cut,
rotate; cut, rotate; cut, rotate... They
tell you which of the three axes of
the sphere you have positioned
along the rotational axis of your
lathe. Each axis must get equal
attention.
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Ideally, you are living right and it
only takes three cuts and two
rotations to get your sphere, but
that rarely happens to me.

Ghost Busting Continues
The pencil point shows
where I stopped in mid-cut
for illustration purposes. This
step must be repeated
several times, with the
sphere being rotated to the
next axis after each cut.
Don’t forget to replace the
equatorial lines at each step!

Summary of Steps After Removing Spigots
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Fix the sphere onto the lathe using cup chucks
with equatorial line parallel to axis of lathe
Measure from tool rest to surface of the
sphere at the equatorial line to check center.
Remove the ghost. Leaving just a hint of the
equatorial line helps keep track of how you are
doing.
Make a new equatorial line, remove sphere
from cups, rotate next axis and re-fix the
sphere in the cup chucks, checking on
centering by measurement.
Repeat these steps until your sphere is smooth
enough to sand. Don’t worry if there are a few
uneven spots; these will sand out.
Don’t worry if your first sphere is a little lumpy,
or maybe a little small. Practice.

Sanding Your Sphere
Don’t be afraid to start with 80 grit, but go lightly, move on quickly to the next. Sanding
follows the same basic process as the final finish cutting did, repeated for each grit of
abrasive you use. That’s right. Each grit.
1. Position sphere on X axis; sand.
2. Reposition sphere to Y axis; sand.
3. Reposition sphere to Z axis; sand.
4. After third sanding with same grit abrasive, do not reposition: sand with next grit.
5. It will look like this: X axis/80 grit, Y axis/80 grit, Z axis 80 grit, Z axis/120 grit, X
axis/120 grit, Y axis/120 grit, Y axis 180 grit, Z axis/180 grit, X axis/180 grit, X
axis/220 grit, Y axis 220 grit, Z axis/220 grit, and so on until done.

More on Sanding
1. I wet sand with cloth backed paper, 80 grit if needed, then 120, 180, 220, 320,
400. I like walnut oil and wax for this approach.
2. Sanding and finishing on the lathe is a little tricky because there is a very thin
line between too much pressure on the cup chucks and not enough.
3. If I dry sand, I use mesh backed abrasives. This is really fast, but noisy because I
keep the dust collector running full out.
4. Especially with woods that bruise easily, I use round leather pads to keep the
cup chucks from marring the wood. Without protection, if the piece slips, it will
also mar, and if it slips a lot, it will burn, taking you back to the beginning of the
cup chuck phase.
5. If you experience marring of the sphere surface, slow everything down. Ease
off on the pressure. Tension is the enemy.

Finishing
1.

With two grandchildren around, I have a definite bias for edible finishes. Walnut oil
and beeswax, melted in with friction, is my favorite.

2.

Wet sanding makes a different kind of mess, but it doesn’t clog your lungs. I like how it
shows that character of the grain right up front and takes on a deepening luster over
time.

3.

Buffing an oil finish after a while of curing will bring it right up bright and Bristol
Fashion, but it is not really necessary.

4.

Synthetic finishes on spheres is a bug bear. Always leaves a line or a dot somewhere.
Wipe-on poly is probably the best if you have to have a synthetic finish.

5.

You will probably find buffing is almost always necessary to eliminate lines and dots
unless you have figured out levitation such that nothing touches the sphere at any
point while the finish is curing.

Aesthetics
• The bark inclusion shown on slide
29 was by design. The same
sphere, finished in my usual way, is
at right. Saturating the bark with
thin cyanoacrylate glue stiffened it
right up so it could handle sanding
and finishing.
• Unless you are making high end
croquet sets, you’ll never have to
worry or be self-abusive about
“flaws” in your spheres. They just
make your work more unique and
sculptural.

With Thanks
I have long been an adherent of the notion that the best way to really learn
something is to have to teach it. The opportunity to present this demonstration to
you is a gift to me, as well.
Thanks for being here.

